University of North Alabama
2019 CPH Recruitment: PNM Schedule

Thursday, August 15: Move In/Orientation
9:00-11:30am  PNM Move-In
(Only for those living on campus)
6:00-8:00pm  Recruitment Orientation
(GUC Performance Center)

Friday, August 16: Philanthropy
PNMs attend 4 chapters
PNMs are automatically sorted into group 1 or 2. Groups will be announced at Orientation on Thursday, August 15th

9:15am  #1 PNMs Report to GUC Atrium
(Eat breakfast before arriving- no meal provided)
12:55pm  #1 PNMs Dismissed for Day

1:00pm  #2 PNMs Report to GUC
(Eat lunch before arriving- no meal provided)
4:45pm  #2 PNMs Dismissed for Day

Saturday, August 17: Sisterhood
PNMs attend max of 3 chapters

9:15am  PNMs Report to GUC Atrium
(Eat breakfast before arriving- ONLY LUNCH IS PROVIDED)
5:15pm  PNMs Dismissed for Day
(Some PNMs will be dismissed earlier, depending on their event schedule.)

Sunday, August 18: Preference
PNMs attend max of 2 chapters

1:00pm  PNMs Report to GUC Atrium
(Eat lunch before arriving- no meal provided)
7:15pm  PNMs Dismissed for Day
(Some PNMs will be dismissed earlier, depending on their event schedule.)

Monday, August 19: Bid Day

12:00pm  PNMs Report to GUC Atrium
(Family/Friends must wait outside at the amphitheater- only PNMs permitted inside GUC for reveal)
12:30pm  Reveal at the Amphitheatre